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FOREWORD

“

Exactly a year ago, RikvinCONNECT focused
on the theme of moving towards greater
transparency. This year, the same theme holds
true, and brings with it more tangible measures
to propel the country towards achieving
inclusive and quality growth.

On May 19, President Tony Tan announced Singapore’s rebranded vision
in Parliament. To achieve “A Nation of Opportunity,” he pledged that the
government will work harder together to create opportunities for all
Singaporeans. This includes fully implementing the Fair Consideration
Framework and JobsBank.gov.sg in less than 3 months as well as
transforming the economy through quality education and training,
increased productivity, R&D, infrastructural projects and stronger
economic ties.
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To that end, companies and business owners must align themselves
to this vision, and play their part in shaping the country’s future. This
includes moving towards greater transparency in two core areas financial reporting and employment.
In return, the Singapore government will continue to offer a number of
incentives. SMEs, in particular, stand to benefit from assistance to expand
their operations domestically and internationally. In this issue, we share
some incentives.
From “A Better Singapore, Quality Growth, An Inclusive Society” (Budget
2013) to “Opportunities for the Future, Assurance to our Seniors”
(Budget 2014) to “A Nation of Opportunity,” the message to businesses
and workers alike is clear. Rise up to the new vision and you’ll savor the
benefits later.
Yours sincerely,

Christine Lim

RIKVIN PTE LTD
20 Cecil Street, #14-01 Equity Plaza
Singapore 049705
Phone: (+65) 6320 1888
Fax: (+65) 6438 2436
Email: info@rikvin.com
Website: www.rikvin.com
RIKVIN SERVICES
•
•
•
•
•

Company Registration
Singapore Work Visas
Business Services
Accounting Services
Offshore Company Setup

General Manager, Rikvin
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Rikvin COO Speaks
at Startup Asia 2014
“It was great to talk to founders
and entrepreneurs and see their
enthusiasm and drive to succeed.”
- Satish Bakhda, Rikvin COO

On 7 May, Mr. Satish Bakhda, Rikvin’s COO was invited to speak at Startup Asia 2014’s Market
Expansion Tracks. The event is TechInAsia’s signature conference and was held at the Biopolis in
Singapore.
Mr. Bakhda was one of the four Singapore-based panelists invited to speak about starting up
in the city. The session featured 17 other business leaders from Indonesia, Thailand, Vietnam
and Japan, each sharing thoughts on
entrepreneurship in their cities.
During the session, Mr. Bakhda shed some
light on the feasibility of hiring qualified
foreign talent in Singapore. In addition,
he addressed the steps involved, and how
they compare to other markets. He also
outlined some key government schemes
for tech startups and SMEs as well as the
various tax incentives available to them.
On the back of the event, Mr. Bakhda said, “When Gwen, co-founder of TechInAsia, invited Rikvin
to speak at MET, I said yes right away. It was great to talk to founders and entrepreneurs and see
their enthusiasm and drive to succeed. I was happy to share my knowledge on starting a company
in Singapore and let them know the pros and cons compared to other cities. I’m very pleased that
Rikvin was able to be a part of this session.”
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New Guidelines Set to Raise
Financial Reporting Standards
“The move was imminent as the country has pledged towards
greater transparency in financial reporting since 2011.”

In a bid to boost the standard of financial reporting in Singapore, the Accounting and Corporate
Regulatory Authority (ACRA) has announced early this month that it has issued two documents – the
Financial Reporting Practice Guidance No. 1 of 2014 (FRPG) as well as Practice Direction No. 2 of 2014.
Rikvin recognizes that the move was imminent as the country has pledged towards greater transparency
in financial reporting since 2011. That year, ACRA established the Financial Reporting Surveillance
Programme (FRSP). The programme was initiated to determine if company directors were fulfilling their
duties in relation to financial reporting.
At the 8th Public Accountants Conference in August 2013, Minister of State for Finance and Transport
Josephine Teo said that CFOs and CEOs in Singapore may soon be legally liable for certifying that their
companies’ financial statements are true and fair.
In addition, in March this year, the preparation of financial statements in XBRL (eXtensible Business
Reporting Language) has become mandatory. Along with that, the BizFinx filing system, managed by
ACRA, has come into effect to help companies prepare their financial statements accordingly.
What do the two guidelines entail and how does the Financial Reporting Surveillance Programme
affect your business? Find out more at http://rikvin.com/press-releases/singapore-financial-reportingstandards/.
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Tax Savings, Support in Store for

Companies that Incorporate in Singapore
“This effort is part of a larger strategy to mobilize Singaporebased companies to become more operationally effective,
knowledge-intensive and innovation-driven as the country
undergoes a massive economic restructuring.”
As conveyed in the Labour Day Rally speech by Prime Minister Lee Hsien Loong on 1 May 2014, generous
incentives and tax savings are in store for companies that take steps to move up the value-chain and create
better jobs for residents. Newly-incorporated companies stand to benefit as well.
This effort is part of a larger strategy to mobilize Singapore-based companies to become more
operationally effective, knowledge-intensive and innovation-driven as the country undergoes a massive
economic restructuring. At the same time, the measures aim to mitigate the imminent rise of structural
unemployment in the city-state.
Further analysis shows that PM Lee’s view reinforces the message laid out by Foreign Affairs and Law
Minister K Shanmugam at Deloitte’s Global Tax Conference last month. At the event, Minister Shanmugam
urged businesses to aim for quality growth to tackle growing manpower constraints. In addition, PWC’s
“Adapt to Survive” study, released last month as well, revealed that retraining workers for new skills or
across industries could unlock a hefty US$280 million for Singapore.
In gist, companies that opt for incorporation in Singapore will be eligible for the following benefits:
•

PIC Scheme and PIC Bonus

•

Innovation and Capability Voucher (ICV)

•

Corporate income tax rebate

•

iSPRINT Scheme

Find out more at http://rikvin.com/press-releases/tax-savings-support-incorporation-singapore/
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iSPRINT: How Your Company
Can Obtain Accounting Software
At A Bargain
“With the right software, SMEs can maximize and maintain
their profits in the journey to a successful business.”
SMEs often do not have the luxury of having a team of talented individuals solely dedicated to the task
of maintaining books and performing accounting duties for their businesses. This by no means should
undermine the importance of accounting and bookkeeping. Every business needs proper record keeping
and an efficient system of cash flow management. Without these vital elements, the sustainability of a
business becomes questionable.
Many businesses today have migrated from the traditional use of Microsoft Excel to the procurement
of multi-functional accounting software to handle their companies’ finances. With the right software,
SMEs can maximize and maintain their profits in the journey to a successful business.
In order to encourage companies to adopt such technology, the Singapore Government has launched
the iSPRINT (Increase SME Productivity With Infocomm Adoption & Transformation) scheme, which
offers
the
basic
packaged
solution
that
encompasses
accounting software
with a grant of 70%
capped at $2,000.
This
incentive
is
not just meant for
the purchase of the
software, but also
for the consultancy
and the training that
is required for the
effective integration
of the software in the
company.
Find out how you can qualify for the iSPRINT scheme at rikvin.com/blog/accounting-software-singapore
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Raring To Start Your Own Business?
Tap the ACE Startups Grant
“A funding support meant to assist first-time entrepreneurs, the ACE
startups grant has been the pillar of support for many entrepreneurs
to emerge successfully in the competitive Singaporean marketplace.”
In August 2012, three undergraduates from the National University of
Singapore had a spark of an idea. They thought, “Why should we not
make it simple for Singaporeans to sell things they no longer need but
do not have the means to do so?” From that seed of a thought spawned
the mobile app Carousell, which went on to be a major success and
was subsequently acquired by the Indian Digital Services Network,
To The New. However, the founders of Carousell did not have it easy.
They needed capital to fuel product development, hire staff, and afford
server hosting and web services.
How did they obtain the funding they needed? The entrepreneurs
behind Carousell were beneficiaries of the Action Community for
Entrepreneurship (ACE) startups grant, which gave them the much
needed boost to propel their business forward to the mammoth
success they achieved today.
A funding support meant to assist first-time entrepreneurs, the ACE
startups grant has been the pillar of support for many entrepreneurs to
emerge successfully in the competitive Singaporean marketplace. The
grant can help entrepreneurs to pay for manpower costs, operating
expenses, equipment, software, materials, consumables, IP rights,
professional services, marketing and promotional activities. Here are
some of the common questions many potential entrepreneurs wonder
about the ACE startups grant.
What are the requirements to apply for the ACE startups grant? Find
out at http://rikvin.com/blog/ace-startup-grant/
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Singapore is Fast Becoming
a Hub for Biomedical &
Clinical Research Businesses
“According to EDB Singapore, the country’s clinical
research scene has grown steadily over the last 20 years.”

Singapore is in good stead to become a hub for clinical trials research centres of multinational
pharmaceutical and biotechnology companies.
According to EDB Singapore, the country’s clinical research scene has grown steadily over the last 20
years. In part, this is because the Government encourages such advanced research, innovation and
enterprise and continues to pump S$3.7 billion until 2015 to improve existing R&D infrastructure.
In its bid to attract biomedical science research companies, the Government of Singapore has not only
built seven research institutes and five research consortia, but also pledged S$16.1 billion till 2015 to
further enhance the world-class clinical research ecosystem of Singapore.
Over 30 companies, including the world’s leading biomedical science and pharmaceutical companies,
such as MSD, GSK and Novartis, have established their regional clinical trials centres in Singapore to
propel their R&D in drug discovery and development.
The primary pull factor for them is the Republic’s incentives to biomedical sciences businesses.
To learn more about these incentives, please visit: http://rikvin.com/press-releases/singaporebusiness-news/singapore-hub-biomedica-clinical-research/
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